market based on fixed-odds betting, there are mixed results. Pope and Peel (1989) examine the efficiency of such markets generally and find that although there was some evidence of ex post inefficiency, there did not appear to be profitable betting strategies that could have been implemented ex ante during the sample period. But Dixon and Coles (1997) propose a Poisson parametric model, similarly motivated by the possibility of inefficiencies in the soccer-betting market. Their model does yield positive profits. To the extent that such inefficiencies exist, a natural question is whether they can be systematically exploited.
The present work differentiates itself from the others in the relevant literature in that the only random outcome of interest is the draw, which Pope and Peel (1989) speculate is the most difficult for bookmakers to predict. They conclude that odds-setting practices among bookmakers (p. 328) "could simply reflect a general inability to predict draw outcomes with any degree of reliability."
We also seek to bridge the gap between the theory (i.e., the numerous theoretical papers regarding soccer betting markets) and the practice-that is, the relatively scarce literature regarding simple applied techniques on gambling. We do this by finding a good estimate of the distribution of soccer-match results and propose a way of taking advantage of this information. Furthermore, we use the results of previous researchers regarding the distribution of game results and consider a variation of the martingale casino strategy as the betting method. A Fibonacci sequence is used to define a consistent betting-quantity strategy. Most of the sports-betting literature has paid little attention to strategy with respect to betting amounts, concentrating instead on which way to bet.
Fibonacci numbers are used in finance in technical analysis of stock markets (Goetzmann, 2004; Murphy, 1986) . It will be shown that for fixed odds given for a draw of at least 2.618, the betting rule proposed is profitable in expectation. The strategy will then first be applied to actual International Federation of Football Association (FIFA) 2002 World Cup Finals Tournament (WCFT) data. We also explore the distribution of actual WCFT draw odds, consider them as a random variable, and employ Monte Carlo tactics to further explore profit opportunities.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 explains how fixed odds work and briefly describes the data; Section 3 measures draw probabilities over several iterations of the WCFT and tests their robustness across time; the betting rule is discussed in Section 4; and Section 5 concludes.
ANALYSIS OF FIXED ODDS AND DATA SET
There is a wide variety of information that can be extracted from a single soccer match. The final score, the half-time score, the total number of goals scored, the players who scored, in which minute the goals were scored, and many other uncertain outcomes can and do serve as betting propositions. This article distinguishes itself from similar literature in betting on U.S. sports such as the National Basketball Association (e.g., Brown & Sauer, 1993) and the National Football League (Dana & Knetter, 1994; Gray & Gray, 1997 ) because draws are rare in the National Football League and do not exist in the National Basketball Association and Major League Baseball. Thus, for both gamblers and scholars, the main outcome of interest is whether a particular team wins. But in soccer, draws occur approximately 30% of the time. Hence, we choose to use this as the uncertain outcome on which bets are placed.
Soccer betting typically occurs on an odds basis. In the more familiar notation of the probability of various outcomes, if p i is the probability of one event, odds on the event are then 1/p i . In this instance, the probability space has only two outcomes (draw, not draw) and is defined as follows:
For example, the probability equivalent of a typical fixed-odds set provided by the bookmaker for the result of a soccer match such as 2.25, 3.10, and 2.80 as the odds for home team win, draw, away team win is 0.444, 0.323, 0.357. In a situation of maximum uncertainty, the odds against each of three outcomes will be 2/1 or 3.0, 3.0, 3.0. The associated probabilities in the first example sum to approximately 1.124. This is the odds representation of the well-known fact that bookmakers build a profit margin into their betting propositions so that they can expect to earn profits no matter the outcome. The probability analogue is that to make money in betting based on p one must win by some margin larger than 50%. In the first example, earlier the odds sum to 1.124 so that the bookmaker's profit is 12.4%. To calculate the true probabilities appointed by the bookmaker, one has to scale the bookmakers' announced probabilities by the factor 1.124. Doing so indicates that the true probability for a draw is 0.287, and the full set of probabilities is 0.395, 0.287, and 0.318. For the gambler to make money in the problem here, the gambler must determine the true (underlying) probabilities of a game more accurately than the bookmaker by a margin sufficient to overcome the bookmaker's profit margin.
The World Cup tournament of FIFA is considered to be the most important soccer tournament in the world. The qualifying matches to determine the teams that will play in the finals play out during 2 years, and the finals themselves last almost a month. The data used in the present study come from a 20-year span of WCFT matches, consisting of 336 full-time match results. All data come from the official World Cup Web site, (FIFA, 2002) . Table 1 reports the number and percentage of draws in the data set. In soccer betting, the standard definition of a draw is a game tied after 90 minutes of full regulation time, even if a decisive goal is scored in the extra time or sudden-death period. The WCFT takes place in two stages. In the first stage, the group matches stage, the teams that have qualified for the WCFT are divided into groups; and within each group, there is a round-robin format. The winners of each group plus several other relatively high-finishing teams then move on to the final competition stage, where there is a single-elimination tournament in which teams are seeded based on their play during the group matches stage.
In the group matches stage, there is a 28.75% probability of a draw overall while in the final competition stage of the tournament, where the importance of
each game is the highest (and perhaps risk aversion with respect to making a play that leads to a loss higher as well) is 32.29%.
ESTIMATION OF THE PROBABILITY OF DRAW
The underlying distribution of the results of each game i of T games y 1 , y 2 . . ., y T is modeled as the Bernoulli. The Bernoulli probability distribution function of each observation is f (y)
, where y E {0, 1} is a correct (y = 1) or incorrect prediction (y = 0). The log-likelihood function to be maximized is
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From Table 1 , the total number of draws is 100, whereas the total number of games is T = 336 observations. Hence p = Σy i /T = y -, and as a result p = 0.2976. This estimate for the WCFT is similar to those reported for European league soccer by Dixon and Coles (1997) and Stefani (1983) . Figure 1 plots the percentage of draws in each WCFT in the data set and the associated 95% confidence interval. The 1994 tournament held in the United States is an obvious outlier, with notably fewer draws. The 1994 finals were different in two respects. First, the travel requirements were much greater owing to the greater distance across which the tournament was spread. Second, in that year, there was a significant, one-time rule change.
1992: Backpass ruling: Law XII -Fouls and Misconduct
On any occasion when a player deliberately kicks the ball to his own goalkeeper, the goalkeeper is not permitted to touch it with his hands. If, however, the goalkeeper does touch the ball with his hands, he shall be penalised by the award of an indirect free-kick to be taken by the opposing team from the place where the infringement occurred. (FIFA, 2002) This rule meant that the goalkeeper could not catch the ball with his hand when receiving a pass by a teammate. This limits defensive options near the own goal and hence raises the probability of yielding a score. Figure 1 indicates that in the next tournament, the number of draws immediately returned to normal levels. It also suggests that the cumulative draw probability for the WCFT games is within the approximate range 0.30-0.35-that is, roughly 1/3 of WCFT games are drawn.
BETTING RULE
The betting rule proposed for draws has similarities with the so-called martingale strategy, used in some casino games (e.g., roulette, in addition to financial markets). It is simple in the sense that one bets only for a draw, but this also makes it easy to apply. The strategy is to bet continuously for a draw with amounts defined by the Fibonacci sequence. The Fibonacci sequence is defined as the element 1, followed by another 1, with each element thereafter the sum of the previous two elements. For example, the first few elements of a Fibonacci sequence are 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, etc . The mathematical sequence is produced by the recursive formula.
Its characteristic equation is g(λ)
= λ² -λ -1 = 0, with characteristic roots equal to
The positive root (1+√5)/2 is also known as the golden ratio and is approximately equal to φ = 1.618, because for consecutive Fibonacci terms it is known that their ratio a n + 1 / a n → φ as n → ∝. The nth Fibonacci term is given by Binet's Formula.
Given the assumptions about the distribution of trial results, the gambler has a probability p of winning on any one of a sequence of bets. A successful bet of a n monetary units given fixed odds of b yields an amount won of ba n . The probability of winning for the first time at the xth bet is given by p (1 -p) x -1 (i.e., it follows the geometric distribution). The mean of x is 1/p and its variance is (1-p)/p².
Formally, the betting rule is to start with a unit bet a 1 and then follow it with another unit bet a 2 . From the third bet onwards, the nth bet a n is the sum of the two prior ones. Table 2 summarizes the Fibonacci betting rule. In Table 2 , we denote 
a current bet as a n , the sum of previous invested bets (i.e., the total cost) as S n and the revenue and profit if the bet is successful for the first time in a series at time n as R n and P n = R n -S n , respectively. We next calculate the minimum fixed odds number b required to earn profits in each series of bets. The following equation should hold for the last entry of Table 2 .
Profit P n = 1, unit of net gain ⇒ a n b -(a n + 2 -1).
For profits to occur, the above equation should exceed one. Because a n+2 = a n + 1 + a n , setting the equation equal to 1 yields a n b -(a n + 1 + a n -1) = 1, or b = (a n + 1 + a n )/a n = 1 + a n + 1 /a n .
But b → 1 + φ = 2.618 as n → ∝, from the Fibonacci property. Thus, for given fixed draw-odds b of greater than or equal to 2.618, the betting rule proposed is profitable in expectation. Recall that the average probability for a draw in the WCFT data earlier is p = .2976. Translating to fixed odds yields approximately 2.99. Thus, it is worth trying to apply the Fibonacci betting rule. Note that it seems bookmakers apply different odds depending not only on the game itself but also on the country and the league it belongs to. For example, soccer games in Series B, Italy's second league, are expected to yield draws more often than the ones in the Premiership, England's first league. However, there is a serious drawback in applying the Fibonacci betting rule. Notice that for p = 0.3, the mean of the geometric distribution is given by 1/p = 10/3, whereas its variance is (1 -p)/p² = 70/9, which implies that long intervals before success may be common. Often, the bettor has to be quite patient.
1 This is better seen by trying to answer the following question: How large must the gambler's initial capital be to sustain this betting system through the nth bet, given that he lost all previous n -1 bets?
Consider the random variable S n , the amount of capital that the gambler needs to sustain the Fibonacci betting strategy. From Table 2 and the nature of the geometric distribution, the random variable S n has a probability density given by Archontakis, Osborne / FIBONACCI STRATEGY FOR SOCCER BETTING 301 
, with p = 0.3. Hence, the expected value of S n is given by E[S n ] = Σ(a n + 2 -) p(1 -p) n -1 , for n = 1,2,3, etc.. It follows that E[S n ] → ∝ as n → ∝-that is, no finite amount of money is sufficient to sustain the Fibonacci betting system. However, the WCFTs have only 64 games and there have always been more than 10 draws in this series of games. Thus, a draw occurs every 6 games on average. So the strategy is not without potentially dramatic risk but is in expectation profitable.
To test the Fibonacci approach, the full results of the FIFA WCFT 2002 are gathered and three betting strategies are tested. In Strategy A, the same amount is bet on every game. Strategy B is to bet according to the Fibonacci rule. Strategy C is to double bets after each loss. All draw odds were assumed 2 to be equal to 3.0. These three betting strategies were applied to the games numbered 1 to 32. The reason for this choice is that although usually games take place sequentially, the last two matches of the same group of the Group Matches round (numbered 33 to 48) took place at the same time to avoid match-fixing. As a result, a complicated modified betting rule would have to be applied to address each combination of outcomes for simultaneous games. No restriction on the upper limit for the amount of bets has been applied. As seen in the appendix, Strategy A loses money, Strategy B has a modest gain, and Strategy C has a huge gain. The concern with Strategy C is that in the event of a run of non-draws (as in games 21 to 28 in the appendix) one is obliged to bet an amount many times higher than in Strategy B.
To investigate in more detail the expected gains of the profit distribution, we consider the bookmaker's odds b to follow a Gamma random variable G (with mean µ and variance σ²), and the model is implemented by a Monte Carlo simulation experiment. The odds data are taken from two well-known betting firms. They consist of posted bookmakers' odds for a pooled sample of 102 games from major national championships (England, France, Germany, Italy, and Spain), international friendlies between national teams and champion league games. The empirical distribution (see Figure 2 ) has a sample mean µ = 3.25 and standard deviation σ = 0.42, whereas the range of the bookmaker's odds of a draw span from 2.75 to 5.00.
Using the earlier information and via the method of moments, we have fit a gamma probability distribution G(t;α,β) = β α t α -1 exp( -βt)/Γ(α) to the data. From the empirical mean and variance, we derive its estimated parameters α = 60 and β = 18.5. Note that with a gamma distribution using these parameters, over a small portion of the distribution on the left the assumption that the bookmaker's odds b will be at least as large as 2.618 will be violated. This makes the Monte Carlo simulation more realistic. It clearly shows that although the mean of the profit distribution is positive and larger than unity, it is accompanied by a very large standard deviation. In fact, the profit distribution's density is centered in an area relatively near 0, as is also seen in Table 3 and in Figure 3 . Table 3 suggests that it is unlikely that the strategy will always yield positive profits for any reasonably small series of bets. For instance, in the case where the simulated odds violate the assumption b ≥ 2.618, there may be a long series of
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N -1 non-draws followed by a draw with low odds (i.e., with b < 2.618, which will yield P N < 0). Thus, the Fibonacci betting rule is not profitable for some plausible combinations of draw odds, adding to overall uncertainty.
CONCLUSION
This article considers the unexplored fact in the wagering literature that the event of a draw between two soccer teams can be thought of as random and has yet to be modeled. This idea of draw odds as a random variable is especially appealing when bookmakers set the odds. By using a 20-year set of soccer World Cup data, we find that the probability of a draw is relatively stable at 29.76%.
The betting strategy suggested is to bet on draws, where bets are placed consecutively until victory using the Fibonacci sequence. There are two primary results. First, for fixed odds of a draw of at least 2.618, the betting rule proposed is profitable in expectation. This adds to the extensive empirical literature indicating that profitable betting strategies can be consistently applied to sports-gambling markets. In addition, because the average for the fixed odds of a draw are often greater than 3.0, we consider the odds also as a random variable and the model is implemented by a Monte Carlo simulation. The simulation experiment 
